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DISCLOSURE, HAARP / MANMADE DISASTERS

US Air Force Admits They Can Control the Weather

JUNE 6, 2015 | ADMIN | 124 COMMENTS
The US Air Force and DARPA would like us to believe that they have stopped using HAARP in
Alaska for research and experiment. Even then, we all know that there are other HAARP systems
out there in the form of radar communication and surveillance systems that are rigged on top of
mobile platforms that are deployable in any international waters around the world.

All they need to do is twist a button to change the frequency to microwave range and increase
the frequency modulated [FM] transmission power enough to reach and heat up the atmosphere
above the target.

The technology is covered under US Patent 4,686,605 on the “Method and Apparatus for Altering
a Region in the Earth’s Atmosphere, Ionosphere, and/or Magnetosphere.”
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How does it work?

For those who have no technical appetite, just imagine the same frequency signal used in your
microwave oven that cooks your breakfast…

… is directed towards the atmosphere from the tip of the antennas in the array shown below.

https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/pdfs/US4686605.pdf


HAARP Array

Again, the same principle used in the TV, or cell site, broadcast is being used on these HAARP and
radar platforms. The only difference in cooking up the sky, as opposed to your breakfast, is that
the voltage needed to transmit the same microwave frequency signal is in the range of hundreds
of million volts due to the amount of distance that the same signal must traverse between the
antenna and the target.

While,

“A typical consumer microwave oven consumes 1,100 W AC and produces 700 W of microwave
power, an efficiency of 64%. The other 400 W are dissipated as heat, mostly in the magnetron
tube.”

… your government’s HAARP emitter may need 100 billion watts of sheer power, as the patent
above has indicated. There’s no theoretical limit, of course, as to how much ego will play into the
process.

What could possibly happen to the preselected region in the atmosphere as enough power is fed
to the transmission array?

An increase of 1 Celsius in the atmosphere is more than enough to initiate a significant weather
perturbation. Bear in mind that all gases move from high to low pressure, and gas pressure is
directly proportional to its temperature.



In short, if one heats up at least three points in the atmosphere, the center region having
relatively lower pressure than those three heated points will become the eye of the storm. Three
competing forces moving towards a common region can only be resolved through a downward
spiral rotation, the cooler gases being heavier than the former. Depending on the amount of
energy being used, the whole process could take days.

Chemtrailing and cloud seeding could certainly enhance the process far beyond weather
manipulation.

For those who understand frequency modulation, they know that any low frequency signal could
be piggybacked into the high frequency radio signal. In short, it is possible to alter human
behavior by FM broadcasting brain wave frequencies, to wit:

Delta waves (below 4 hz) occur during sleep
Theta waves (4-7 hz) are associated with sleep, deep relaxation (like hypnotic relaxation), and
visualization
Alpha waves (8-13 hz) occur when we are relaxed and calm
Beta waves (13-38 hz) occur when we are actively thinking, problem-solving, etc.
The Sensory motor rhythm (or SMR; around 14 hz) was originally discovered to prevent
seizure activity in cats. SMR activity seems to link brain and body functions.
Gamma brain waves (39-100 hz) are involved in higher mental activity and consolidation of
information. An interesting study has shown that advanced Tibetan meditators produce
higher levels of gamma than non-meditators both before and during meditation.

In short, the possibilities are endless using this simple broadcast technology, prompting Tesla to
release it to a number of countries after SS George Scherff, Jr. smuggled the electrical plans from
the wizard’s laboratory.

Other effects of radio transmission

In order to have an idea of how dangerous this technology is when under the control of
psychopaths in the government, we need to look at the World Health Organization article about
the few of the possible effects of being exposed to radar [1 megawatt] and radio broadcasts [50
kilowatts]:

Possible health effects

Most studies conducted to date examined health effects other than cancer. They probed into
physiological and thermoregulatory responses, behavioural changes and effects such as the
induction of lens opacities (cataracts) and adverse reproductive outcome following acute
exposure to relatively high levels of RF fields. There are also a number of studies that report non-
thermal effects, where no appreciable rise in temperature can be measured.

Cancer-related studies: Many epidemiological studies have addressed possible links between
exposure to RF and excess risk of cancer. However, because of differences in the design and
execution of these studies, their results are difficult to interpret. A number of national and
international peer review groups have concluded that there is no clear evidence of links between



RF exposure and excess risk of cancer. WHO has also concluded that there is no convincing
scientific evidence that exposure to RF shortens the life span of humans, or that RF is an inducer
or promoter of cancer. However, further studies are necessary.

Thermal effects: RF fields have been studied in animals, including primates. The earliest signs of
an adverse health consequence, found in animals as the level of RF fields increased, include
reduced endurance, aversion of the field and decreased ability to perform mental tasks. These
studies also suggest adverse effects may occur in humans subjected to whole body or localized
exposure to RF fields sufficient to increase tissue temperatures by greater than 1°C. Possible
effects include the induction of eye cataracts, and various physiological and thermoregulatory
responses as body temperature increases. These effects are well established and form the
scientific basis for restricting occupational and public exposure to RF fields.

Non-thermal effects: Exposure to RF levels too low to involve heating, (i.e., very low SARs), has
been reported by several groups to alter calcium ion mobility, which is responsible for
transmitting information in tissue cells. However, these effects are not sufficiently established to
provide a basis for restricting human exposure.

Pulsed RF fields: Exposure to very intense pulsed RF fields, similar to those used by radar
systems, has been reported to suppress the startle response and evoke body movements in
conscious mice. In addition, people with normal hearing have perceived pulse RF fields with
frequencies between about 200 MHz and 6.5 GHz. This is called the microwave hearing effect.
The sound has been variously described as a buzzing, clicking, hissing or popping sound,
depending on the RF pulsing characteristics. Prolonged or repeated exposure may be stressful
and should be avoided where possible.

RF shocks and burns: At frequencies less than 100 MHz, RF burns or shock may result from
charges induced on metallic objects situated near radars. Persons standing in RF fields can also
have high local absorption of the fields in areas of their bodies with small cross sectional areas,
such as the ankles. In general, because of the higher frequencies that most modern radar systems
operate, combined with their small beam widths, the potential for such effects is very small.

http://www.who.int/peh-emf/publications/facts/fs226/en/ (http://www.who.int/peh-
emf/publications/facts/fs226/en/)

However, one must understand that HAARP itself is not evil — but the people who are using it at
the moment are.

Here’s why according to the same patent:

http://www.who.int/peh-emf/publications/facts/fs226/en/


In short, they could end their “climate change” stupidity right now by producing enough ozone to
replenish that protective layer, reduce carbon monoxide and similar toxic oxides in the
atmosphere, etc. and provide adequate rainfall in arid desert in Africa, at will.

They can also eliminate toxicity in the oceans to produce as much planktons as possible, and
increase the fisherman’s catch. No more stranded mammals in beaches everywhere.

However, the same people having the capability to control the weather are themselves
promoting the “climate change”, or “global warming”, hoaxes. So, how can we expect them to be
the solution?

In short, the same people occupying the halls of power are the problem. We need to be the
solution. We need to act. Otherwise,
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Just three units of these mobile HAARP platforms, masquerading as radars, can make the
hurricane steerable by a common method known as triangulation.

Unnatural weather patterns suggest HAARP is still here. They may not look like it, but they
provide the same function.
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(https://eclinik.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/labnexrad.jpg)

Doopler Weather Surveillance Radar

Above is just one of 159 high-resolution WSR-88D S-band (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S-band)
Doppler (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulse-Doppler_radar) weather radars
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weather_radar) scattered in the US mainland that comprise the
NEXRAD System, as shown below, and are supposedly to monitor the weather.

https://eclinik.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/labnexrad.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S-band
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulse-Doppler_radar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weather_radar


(https://eclinik.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/nexrad_network.jpg)

As stated above, the NEXRAD Doopler Weather Surveillance System operates under the S-Band
frequency range of 2 – 4 GHz (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hertz) (or 2 – 4 billion pulses per
second), which incidentally the same frequency by which our microwave ovens, and other
common wireless devices operate.

The S band is a designation by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_Electrical_and_Electronics_Engineers) (IEEE) for a
part of the microwave (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave) band
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_band) of the electromagnetic spectrum
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_spectrum) covering frequencies
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency) from 2 to 4 gigahertz
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigahertz) (GHz)… The S band also contains the 2.4–2.483 GHz
ISM band (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISM_band), widely used for low power unlicensed
microwave devices such as cordless phones (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cordless_phone),
wireless headphones (Bluetooth (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluetooth)), wireless networking
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_networking) (WiFi), garage door openers
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garage_door_opener), keyless vehicle locks
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keyless_entry), baby monitors
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baby_monitor) as well as for medical diathermy
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diathermy) machines and microwave ovens
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_oven) (typically at 2.495GHz).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S_band (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S_band)
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In short, we are not making this all up.  Cancer and bad weather are mostly artificially induced at
this point in time.

Air Force Bombshell: Admits They Can Control the Weather – HAARP

(https://eclinik.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/haarp-28.jpg)

While HAARP and weather control has been called a conspiracy theory by the mainstream media
and government officials, during a Senate hearing on Wednesday, David Walker, deputy assistant
secretary of the Air Force for science, technology and engineering, dropped a bombshell
(http://www.adn.com/2014/05/14/3470442/air-force-prepares-to-dismantle.html?
sp=/99/100/&ihp=1) in answer to a question asked by Lisa Murkowski in relation to the
dismantling of the $300 million High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program in Gakona this
summer.

Walker said this is “not an area that we have any need for in the future” and it would not be a
good use of Air Force research funds to keep HAARP going. “We’re moving on to other ways of
managing the ionosphere, which the HAARP was really designed to do,” he said. “To inject
energy into the ionosphere to be able to actually control it. But that work has been
completed.”

https://eclinik.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/haarp-28.jpg
http://www.adn.com/2014/05/14/3470442/air-force-prepares-to-dismantle.html?sp=/99/100/&ihp=1


Many believe HAARP was created and has been used for weather control, with enough juice to
trigger hurricanes, tornadoes and earthquakes and comments such as this bring about the
question of whether conspiracy theorists are more on target than anyone has admitted to date.

This is not the first time a public official has acknowledged that HAARP and weather control is
not only possible, but has been and continues to be, used as a “super weapon,” as evidenced by a
statement in 1997 by former U.S. Defense Secretary William Cohen
(http://www.cheniere.org/correspondence/022501.htm), where he said:

“Others [terrorists] are engaging even in an eco-type of terrorism whereby they can alter the
climate, set off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely through the use of electromagnetic waves… So
there are plenty of ingenious minds out there that are at work finding ways in which they can
wreak terror upon other nations…It’s real, and that’s the reason why we have to intensify our
[counterterrorism] efforts.”

Is it still just a conspiracy theory if public officials admit it is true?

Watch the question and answer session below:

Are they really dismantling the Alaska based HAARP?

How about the floating HAARP transmitters masquerading as mobile radars used in the
Philippines?

http://www.cheniere.org/correspondence/022501.htm


U.S. Attacked Philippines with HAARP (https://geopolitics.co/2014/02/04/u-s-attacked-
philippines-using-haarp/)

(http://myeclinik.com/)
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Reblogged this on Aussiedlerbetreuung und Behinderten – Fragen and commented:

Glück, Auf, meine Heimat!

1. Jeremy Tripi says:
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And if you believe this report you are the worlds biggest ass clown out ive spent 13 yrs in
the army and nothing can or has ever been known to control the weather and ive carried a
high top secret clearance

1. Joe Mama says:
JUNE 13, 2015 AT 5:01 AM
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“High top security clearance”? Rebok or Nike?

2. knows your a joke says:
JUNE 26, 2015 AT 11:06 PM
 

64
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High top clearance huh. You were in the guard for four years and faked a back injury as
soon as there was any wind of a possible deployment. You have never been any where
and you live at home with your dad. Your whole life us a lie and if you keep telling
these lies the stolen valor act will catch up with you. Just admit to everyone you are full
of it and move on. What would your family think of you if they knew all the lies you
have told.

3. Jerry says:
NOVEMBER 20, 2015 AT 10:29 AM
 

62
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Your doing your job well as a disinformation agent … Well done soldier , now stand
down and let the truth out !



4. Carol says:
DECEMBER 18, 2015 AT 5:23 AM
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13 years is not a long time…..

5. doggie duty says:
DECEMBER 20, 2015 AT 3:44 AM
 

54
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You carry a “HIGH” top secret security clearance? That in itself lends to you know
nothing about security clearance. And secondly, even if you DO have some level of a
security clearance, that does not give you knowledge of every program in the United
States. Gimme a break dude. That is laughable.

6. Me says:
FEBRUARY 4, 2016 AT 4:45 AM
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BULLSHIT…if you believe that Sir , your either Ignorant or not privleged enough to be
able to recieve classified info…from the people you work for . The HAARP, is for Real ive
bern keeping an eye on this reversed radio waves antenna for over 20 yrs. its just so sad
that the govorment has used it on its own country, numerous times..

That last time was 2015 the largest Hurricane to ever hit this planet … in MEXICO…

7. Chaz Maztolo says:
MARCH 18, 2016 AT 5:22 AM
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Top secret clearance? Aren’t you the janitor over at the local middle school…

8. Candi Workman says:
JUNE 1, 2016 AT 9:31 AM
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Are you kidding me? Of course you are going to say that, you were military. With top
secret clearance. Do we think you would say anything else? Jesus!

9. Colin R Brophy says:
JUNE 9, 2016 AT 8:37 PM
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Need to know! Well, you have a clearance so you should know that…. your service like
my service doesn’t make you know anything….

10. Bill Connor says:
AUGUST 18, 2016 AT 11:31 PM
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Project Popeye ? Look it up

11. Bill Connor says:
AUGUST 18, 2016 AT 11:32 PM
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Look up Project Popeye ,. we’ve known how to control the weather a long time now

12. Prime says:
AUGUST 22, 2016 AT 4:40 AM
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Did it say army? Nope! Air force has all the intelligent people thats why you have to
score high to join but the other branches accept the uninitelligent people like yourself!!!
GTFOHWTBS

13. Zack says:
AUGUST 25, 2016 AT 8:17 AM
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Just because you have a TSSC, doesn’t mean you know everything. just like there are
things the President doesn’t know. If you truly believe this is bogus the HOAH and
Charlie Mike. No need to insult people because you believe it fake.

14. Rodewaryer says:
AUGUST 26, 2016 AT 10:25 AM
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Correct, HAARP was for influencing the ionosphere but for communication, not
weather modification.

15. Paul Horn (@angelriver) says:
OCTOBER 8, 2016 AT 1:11 AM
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I’ve never seen you at any of our meetings!

16. Star Walker says:
OCTOBER 8, 2016 AT 3:40 AM
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Whatever, you brainwashed troll.

17. Micmiller says:
OCTOBER 8, 2016 AT 7:08 AM
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If you carry a high security clearance you would tell people. For the simple fact you
make yourself a target. What ever makes you feel cool

18. Virginia says:
OCTOBER 8, 2016 AT 2:34 PM
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There are 37 levels of ‘Above Top Secret’ so you do not apparently “have a need to
know.”

19. Anonofyourbizness says:
OCTOBER 8, 2016 AT 7:35 PM
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Oh ya? What’s your MOS mr. Top secret?

20. Conspiracists says:
OCTOBER 9, 2016 AT 10:58 PM
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That’s just what you want us to think lol

21. Steve Paige says:
OCTOBER 10, 2016 AT 11:02 AM
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Most people, regardless of clearance, absolutely do not have the “need to know”
anything outside of their current job. And that “need to know” leaves when you do.

22. joefox says:
OCTOBER 11, 2016 AT 4:08 AM
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WOW REALLY WHAT WAS IT??

23. Gary says:
DECEMBER 19, 2016 AT 6:39 AM
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Seeing that you can’t even put a proper sentence together…I imagine it’d be easy to pull
the wool over your eyes.

24. Mike Hunt says:
JANUARY 11, 2017 AT 11:31 AM
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Like they are going to tell someone like you of little significance and risk you blabbing
about it on the internet just as you are now. Anyone that’s in the army is a peon in this
game. The ppl that know the real truth aren’t out in the fields getting dirty. They’re
underground protected and cut off from society and all forms of outside
communication. Because if the truth were to show itself, there’d be mass riots and
complete chaos. Even the president doesn’t get this kind of knowledge. So if this is true
or not, you don’t know shit, except that you think the shit you know is true. And you
couldn’t be more wrong. If you truly believe that there’s not even the remote possibility
of anything like this or ideas similar to this, then you’re a nieve ignorant dumbass and I
pity your close mindedness. Probably a Trump supporter. There’s a reason he won.
Totally rigged just like Bush. And look at all the anarchy and chaotic shit that happened
under his presidency. But for my sake and my family’s sake, stay dumb and blind, better
chance of survival for us with less stupid ppl around like you.

25. james andrews says:
JANUARY 23, 2017 AT 8:06 AM
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you’re funny . Trying to debunk this . Today and last Friday our weather is back to
being normal after Obama left office Even Calf drought is over and in the south east .
And the NW is back to having real normal clouds and rain again .Go Trump! Plus the
first thing the new president did was take down the Climate Change website as soon as
of 1 pm Friday on Jan 20th .

26. Matthew Dillion says:
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APRIL 30, 2017 AT 12:32 AM
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Matthew Dillion Says you have been ORDERED & THREATENED to lie! You are a
Military Ass-Clown?

27. Mark Holtz says:
MAY 1, 2017 AT 7:58 AM
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Thats to bad. Open your eyes and see.

28. Rockmigi says:
JUNE 9, 2017 AT 7:17 AM
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And that is why you know the answers to life itself.

29. Margaret Just says:
AUGUST 30, 2017 AT 1:09 AM
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Then explain the US patent with stated objective of controlling the weather.

30. Janice Lynn Dunn says:
SEPTEMBER 1, 2017 AT 1:03 AM
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How much are you getting paid to post your lies?

31. blam says:
SEPTEMBER 2, 2017 AT 6:10 AM
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you are full of shit yourself

32. lori cappelletti (@cappelletti63) says:
SEPTEMBER 5, 2017 AT 11:57 PM
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Jeremy .It’s okay to admit you were wrong. Do you think they would tell you about this
? Think again.You’re still not suppose to know about it.

33. Jack Hammer says:
SEPTEMBER 8, 2017 AT 12:41 AM
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Your a fool. A minion brain washed to believe only what they tell you.

Your actually the Ass Clown. For real.

34. Sab says:

http://twitter.com/cappelletti63


SEPTEMBER 8, 2017 AT 5:37 AM
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Your the puppet. Look into this before you call people liars. Just because you were in
the army doesn’t make you the spokes person for this. Like they would tell you anyway.
Guess you didn’t hear bill Gates talking about population control and we have too many
people in the world. You need to do research. Our goverment is very corrupt and is
doing whatever they can to take our rights away destroy our economy and take our
land for a new world goverment.

35. Truth "OR" Consequences says:
SEPTEMBER 9, 2017 AT 8:39 AM
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If the weather wasn’t able to be controlled and/or changed, why would thy U.S. sign a
convention in the 60’s with the U.N. to not use weather as warfare? You don’t enter into
an agreement like this unless their ALREADY was a way to do this. Gee, and to think I
have no security clearance!

36. Chronic Juice (@ChronicJuice) says:
SEPTEMBER 12, 2017 AT 5:07 AM
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Not high enough, champ

37. Rhea Graham says:
SEPTEMBER 13, 2017 AT 11:18 AM
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LOL, well – you were in the Army while the Air Force is controlling the weather. With
your “high top secret clearance” you should understand “need to know”. You had no
need to know in the Army what the Air Force is doing with the weather.

38. gary 0. K. says:
SEPTEMBER 18, 2017 AT 5:40 AM
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So did I, and I know about it. Knew about it. Aware of it’s ability since the early to mid
1900’s. Also knew Dept of Aliens, U.S., entered Nicoli Tesla’s apartment the day of his
death, took out many things; that were left behind by Russian spy’s and Hungarian
officials. NTK only, so you would have not known. However it’s all available to read
about. U.S.S. Thresher, submarine, 1963 un-deniably had 100% markings of weather
warfare, conducted by USSR. U.S. recently used such a weapon, then has stopped using
it, to hide it’s existence. It appears the major media was told not to discuss the weapons
use, and it’s ability. Well, did discuss it’s use; but now silence. Putin warned the U.S.;
Putin was willing to completely damage American forces at will. Hmmmmmm!

39. Lea says:
SEPTEMBER 21, 2017 AT 6:02 AM
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Really, I should believe you? Your spelling leaves me to wonder how you have high top
secret clearance on anything.

40. Marc says:
SEPTEMBER 25, 2017 AT 2:41 PM
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http://gary0k/BFD%20Consulting


You are the brainwashed ass clown Jeremy, most military personnel know that they are
not allowed to know more than necessary and are just pieces of the puzzle in
accomplishing the goals of the Military industrial complex. I suspect that you are
actually a troll, or dual citizenship Zionist that gets paid to post BS on good websites.

This is one of the best articles I have read on this subject and I have studied this for a
very long time.

41. Chad says:
OCTOBER 9, 2017 AT 10:13 AM
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And that is what you’re suppose to say Mr. High Top Secret Clearance Man! From Ass
Clown to Ass Clown!

42. Remmy Snow says:
DECEMBER 9, 2017 AT 4:07 AM
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Actually Jeremy… My Father was Air Force Intelligence in Vietnam. The US government
did manipulate weather patterns and seeded clouds to increase rainfall. This flooded
full fields of rice patties and crops used to feed Vietnamese soldiers. Its all declassified
information easily obtained anywhere on the web….. Look it up.

43. Jeff says:
JANUARY 8, 2018 AT 12:20 AM
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Ass clown…. Top secret clearance… 13 years in the Army? Really? Here is a little history
lesson for… Operation Popeye was a secret cloud seedling evolution that was effectively
used to flood the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Also an Airforce document called Owning the
Weather in 2025. All on record.



44. Bertiz Benhamid says:
MARCH 28, 2018 AT 4:15 AM
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Ignorance is strength in today’s society.

2. Deb Ward (@DebWard628) says:
JANUARY 19, 2016 AT 1:26 PM
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they are making more and no, they didn’t close it down..also click on the links right above
comment section https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IG82OfX5WVs

3. Peggy Severson says:
JUNE 5, 2016 AT 9:52 AM
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They may not be using HAARP, but are certainly chemtrailing our Alaskan skies. They are
trying to control the weather, which isn’t what we pay them for.

1. Nicole Leatherman says:
OCTOBER 10, 2016 AT 4:39 AM
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http://twitter.com/DebWard628
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IG82OfX5WVs
https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/10204901166034527/
https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/1846795368875200/


I agree with you Peggy. They have over 2 dozen FEMA DEATH Camps on American Soil,
with 40 Million Coffins ready. We have ISIS Terror Compounds as well,.. I believe it’s 35
now. They are all armed and ready for Obama to give them the word to attack. There
are over 2200+ Mosques in America – the one’s that have been raided, Law
Enforcement found tunnels under the Mosques leading to massive amounts of Guns,
Rockets, Bombs,.. I’m more than positive every Mosque, No go zone and individual
homes that these “refugees” stole,… Are all Armed. Obama and Clinton made sure they
were. The ultimate goal is to DEPOPULATE 3 Billion lives in the Western World. They
will allow 500 Million to stay alive – which in turn they will be either sex slaves for the
women and children, and labor for the able bodied men. Speak up and get this out –
with Clinton wanting to bring in 65,000 more and forecasting 100,000 more each year –
even if we don’t have what’s already here causing Destruction on Epic Proportions –
Look at Sweden, France, Germany, London, Australia,..etc – you just can’t look at the
developments happening and by now, haven’t figured out that these “Peaceful
Refugees” are Terrorist Soldiers with one intention, to kill all Western Civilization and
and turn the world into a Islam/Muslim place where their Barbaric Sharia Law will
rule. Sharia Law will put women especially at the worst situation of all,.. they will be
downgraded to below a rat, beatings are within the law, Rapes and “Honor Killings” will
be enforced. If you get “accused” of doing anything, you can be hung, stoned to death,
burned to death, beheaded,.. what ever they feel like doing – they will do it without
even 1 second of hesitation. Girls 12 – up will more than likely be forced to marry one
of these Soldiers, who will then beat, rape, belittle and maybe even killed. Boys –
Muslims are Pedophiles, they use boys for pleasure there is no age range as they have
killed children as young as a few weeks. They also make arranged marriages for the
young girls, toddlers actually – usually 4 and up, where in a lot of cases, they end up
with a man 3 – 5 times her age. Unfortunately they are brutally raped and sodomized to
the point of death on that very marriage night. If they manage to live – their
reproductive functions are very likely destroyed. If they cannot use you to have
babies,.. they will probably get sold into sex slavery and will eventually die. From what
I understand about the Agenda – they are going to take all the little children from
families and be raised by the Government. Those child care facilities are more than
likely going to be run by men and women who are very disturbed and are Pedophiles.
You can figure out what’s in store for those poor babies. Men will be for the most part
slaughtered. The one’s allowed to live – slaves. If you look up FEMA Executive orders –
you will see that you are being run by the Government – they can displace you, take
your home, car, anything you cherish and probably throw you in a FEMA DEATH Camp
and or killed,.. they can do this for NO particular reason,.. it’s you with the clothes on
your back. You will no longer be in charge of what you eat, drink or amounts of it. They
will enforce MANDATORY “vaccines” which will be poison in some form. This is no joke
– this is happening. Think about it,.. does bringing in 65,000 more of these people that
want us all dead, make any sense? To a SANE person – of course not. Obama and
Clinton are not on our side. Look up Agenda 21 Depopulation. All of the politicians,
leaders, etc. that are FOR OPEN BORDERS are all corrupt and under the impression that
they will be immune to being a part of the Depopulation amount of 3 Billion that must
be exterminated. They aren’t, once they have done what Obama and Clinton wants,
they have no use. They are dead to. (those people deserve it). Well my friend – I will
Pray to God for GOOD to win over EVIL, please do the same. We are at the point of



TRUST NO ONE. Never let anyone take your weapons, if you see someone that looks
shady – SHOOT. You Must Profile people now. Don’t wait til’ they pound down your door
– SHOOT. God Bless the World! In Jesus name AMEN. Pray friend.

2. Bob Loblaw says:
MARCH 11, 2017 AT 6:46 AM
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Nicole’s comment is gold, Jerry, GOLD I say!

3. Marc says:
SEPTEMBER 25, 2017 AT 2:50 PM
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The synagogue of satan is running the US and most other countries and has been for
over a hundred years, read it for yourself,

Revelation 2:9

Revelation 3:9

John 8:44

4. Samuli Alatalo says:
JUNE 10, 2016 AT 8:02 AM
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We say no for haarp project!

https://www.facebook.com/We-say-no-for-Haarp-Project-366463017307/

5. diginess says:

http://www.philadelphiaschoolofbirdlaw.com/
http://deleted/
https://www.facebook.com/We-say-no-for-Haarp-Project-366463017307/


JUNE 13, 2016 AT 5:21 AM
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To the best of my knowledge, the ionisphere only carries charged particles which affect
how radio waves are reflected. I’m not aware of any way of controlling the weather with
this. There may be some edge cases where clouds can be created or moved a bit with
energy from radars / microwave, but that’s not really that much, and ultimately, you aren’t
getting as much back as you put in.

1. stvjns says:
JULY 1, 2016 AT 2:24 PM
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The layers surrounding our planet are heated by the charged particles and that creates
weather effects. The patents for this technology demonstrate many many militarily
“useful” effects, including opening unique communication channels while
simultaneously blocking other communication channels, generating large area
brainwave entrainments, a radar-like ability to show activity deep in the ocean and
even underground, and more effects. Look into it, it’s interesting.

2. Donnar says:
OCTOBER 7, 2016 AT 9:16 AM
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Yes that’s correct. Weather is created in the lowest layer called the troposphere where
the clouds exist and weather conditions are formed. I learned this in high school in a
meteorology class.

3. Petunia Lusi Spinoza says:
JANUARY 16, 2017 AT 4:59 AM
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Imagine a bulge in the space. The air below goes up into bulge.. what do you think will
happen to the original path of air flow below this now artificial bulge that was made?

4. Margaret Just says:
AUGUST 30, 2017 AT 1:11 AM
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Then explain the detailed explanation in patent no. 4,686,605 for how this invention
can/will control the weather….

6. caleb slaaen says:
AUGUST 13, 2016 AT 11:42 PM
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people have eyes but cant see and people have ears but cant hear do a little research and
deploy yourself as a a disciple

if life is such an amusement then pick your side

faith is he who dont lie and the devil meaning evil cant stand the beginning nor the end
(genisis and revalation)

so if life is hidden from us its because of our actions where not corrected so we end up w/
deceiving people

we must reconstruct our lives yet if people would buy into their future like counting your
blessings before they hatch we could possibly live with god (god is the future) think about
it the word convenience is rude and their is so much evil behind that word (i dont want to
get into that) but patience opens a view of opportunities

understand the american dream has been controlled for years

https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/10213633531737346/


if its as simple as feeding a cow grass why not let domestic animals roam they where put
here for what to own (wrong)

weve been owned and mentally controlled (a pattern has occured)

we the people have explored and found electricity awesome right

understanding it has been difficult for some people yet we choose to hang it over our
heads like candy we want it but dont care who made it so convenient right

FYI if u didnt know static electricity pulls water (plastic materials is the moon possibly and
wool is mostly the earth trees,life ) no one really knows what the moons really made of but
i do know the moon pulls the water like static would so thats my best answer molecules on
the surface

so the phenomenon lives on as our lives could be at jeopardy

so much $ has been invested in this ask donald trump his uncle and father met nikola tesla
also trump family was involved in creating a static generator (van-degraaff
generator)possible controlling the storm would be a better generator my brother and i
have ideas on that conversation w/some more understanding and info of errors its like
starting at the bottom w all previous mistakes to happen again government info must be
replayed because getting info from them is like history replaying itself hidden from the
main agenda us the people if i could create a storm wouldnt u think some idiotic person
try it (hidden from us isnt good and us knowing isnt good either)idk im not a

7. Mike says:
OCTOBER 7, 2016 AT 10:00 AM
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OK 1st off the ball on the red ship is the x ban radar. I watched it pearl harbor in 2006 ish.
This article is so full of half truths it’s not funny. So a radio Antena can transmitted power
into the ionisphere to create a high pressure system as it bubbles the ionisphere. News
flash hurricanes are low pressure system lol

1. Petunia Lusi Spinoza says:
JANUARY 16, 2017 AT 5:02 AM
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https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/1639750979660672/


So is your comment. Sheeple

2. Margaret Just says:
AUGUST 30, 2017 AT 1:13 AM
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then explain the detailed outlay of the invention as per patent no 4,686,605 of the high-
frequency high altitude auroral research project’s ability to do just that

8. Jesus Christ says:
OCTOBER 9, 2016 AT 11:00 PM
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Whore of The Bible here, sir. The Hurricane? Did you do this? Did you flood your own
land? What about the other countries? THUS SAYETH THE LORD, “I DO THIS. YOU DO
NOT.”

1. gary 0. K. says:
SEPTEMBER 18, 2017 AT 5:44 AM
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Wrong!

9. Al says:
OCTOBER 22, 2016 AT 8:36 AM
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https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/10213633531737346/
http://gary0k/BFD%20Consulting


The Air Force gave HAARP to the University of Alaska. They recently had an open house
for the public: http://gi.alaska.edu/facilities/haarp

And, yes, we have been manipulating the weather for awhile. One civilian example is LA.
They have been cloud seeding since the 1950s, per The LA Times:
http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-l-a-officials-seeded-clouds-during-el-nino-
storm-in-hopes-of-more-rain-20160308-story,amp.html

10. Ashley Belleisle says:
APRIL 6, 2017 AT 10:52 PM
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Please if anyone knows about this please reply me and about 200 other people in the
Arkansas Hot Springs area have been sick for over three months because of the weather
we have then very ill with nausea aching all over the body spitting up green stuff and we
specifically blood coughing up blood I was hospitalized for weeks and my lungs had what
they thought were pus pockets and they have no idea what it is they thought it had
something to do with the weather changing I am still sick I have been on Bactrim I’ve been
on penicillin I have been on clinda myosin doxy cycling Vancomycin

1. mario says:
AUGUST 21, 2017 AT 4:01 PM
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ashley, you and all your mates need to do a detox to get metal toxins out of your blood,
im in London, we had very warm weather in June, then they started to spray the skies
very heavily the weather totally changed became much cooler and everyone in the area
became ill, the doctors just say you have a virus, we are getting the symptoms you have
descried 2-3 times a year. heavy spraying always followed by heavy rainfall, keep out of
the rain!! nothing worse than being sick and the weather is dark and gloomy for 10
months a year. we need to rally and stop these bastards from poisoning us and our
children! give us our sunshine back.

11. Peter Bay Jespersen says:
SEPTEMBER 4, 2017 AT 9:31 AM
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http://-/
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So ostensibly they’re looking to demolish, not mothball, the site, having removed the
sensitive equipment. What isn’t mentioned is the dam and its billion-watt power which
was purposely constructed specifically to supply this facility. What happens there ?
(corollaries..)

2. Johnson says:
JUNE 8, 2015 AT 7:45 AM
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Reblogged this on Johnsono ne'Blog'as.

3. alfatah69 says:
JUNE 8, 2015 AT 3:54 PM
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Reblogged this on LIBYA AGAINST SUPER POWER MEDIA.

1. Janie says:
OCTOBER 3, 2015 AT 11:38 AM
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I’m so glad that Libyans are waking up to this.

I was no fan of Muammar Gaddafi, but he was murdered because he didn’t cow tow to the
corrupt elites in the West, America and Israel, and now he’s dead we have the first ever
*World Bank* squatting in Libya. Screams volumes…

http://johnsonas.wordpress.com/
https://johnsonas.wordpress.com/2015/06/08/us-air-force-admits-they-can-control-weather/
https://www.facebook.com/MohamedAlFatah69
http://libyaagainstsuperpowermedia.org/2015/06/08/us-air-force-admits-they-can-control-weather/


1. Anthracinus says:
OCTOBER 9, 2016 AT 5:36 AM
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*kowtow

4. WakeUpCitizens says:
JUNE 9, 2015 AT 6:26 AM
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Just wait till the world wakes up and discovers that HAARP, and the GWEN Towers around the
U.S. can alter your mind as well!!

1. Old Woman says:
FEBRUARY 4, 2016 AT 5:02 AM
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Thats the truth…they arent going to admit to the fact that the big hurricane that hit Mexico
this last yr. 2015 and was said to be the biggest hurricane ever to hit this planet , i live in
Wadhington State and the day before it hit Mexico the chemtrails in the sky here was so
massive , it was unbelievable. So at that point i knew the haarp had been used and im
convinced they caused the hurricane. Ive been studing the HAARP. For over 20 yrs. Its a
reversed radio waves Antenna that DOES mess with the weather as well as can single out a
person and mess with their mind. Seriously there is also one in Florida too. … Hurricane
Catrina… so I say to Our Goverment, who do you think you are messing with. MOTHER
NATURE??? Admit what you assholes have done and let the chips fall where they may.

Wake up AMERICA.. Its time to take action.

1. Brandon says:
MARCH 14, 2016 AT 12:56 PM
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If a plane left tails like they do, we would hear them down here. Idk if these are related.
(Most likly) But they are dusting us with something. Becareful who you say that too. You
can get in trouble. They’ll lock you up and give you “experimental” drugs.

2. jayp says:
MARCH 1, 2018 AT 10:21 AM
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If they can control the weather they can reverse global warming, wtf is going on man
O.o

I know when poor Tesla died, they took all his work and the contents of his safe. Must
have been pretty important stuff. He experimented with the ionosphere too, he did
have some dangerous accidents lol but even tesla was talking about drawing free
energy from the atmospheres. What with being a humanitarian, who cared about the
world and its people. They see no gain from free energy. But they sure was interested in
his work to use to their advantage. When good work gets into the wrong hands, hell
breaks loose. He was on to something big, far bigger, things beyond what we think are
impossible. Amazing person who deserves more recognition. The world needs more
humanitarian Tesla’s.

5. Michael James says:
JUNE 12, 2015 AT 1:59 PM
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Walker said “We’re moving on to other ways of managing the ionosphere, which the HAARP
was really designed to do”

The Air Force admits that HAARP affects the ionosphere, what has this to do with weather
control.

http://www.facebook.com/100006654461936


HAARP is a means to manage the ionosphere, not the troposphere.

The ionosphere is the layer of the Earth’s atmosphere that is ionized by solar and cosmic
radiation. It lies 75-1000 km (46-621 miles) above the Earth.

The troposphere is the lowest layer of Earth’s atmosphere and site of all weather on Earth.
The troposphere is bonded on the top by a layer of air called the tropopause, which separates
the troposphere from the stratosphere, and on bottom by the surface of the Earth.

All weather occurs only in the troposphere.

HAARP affects only the ionosphere.

1. Joyce Herder says:
JULY 3, 2015 AT 4:21 AM
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Thank you for having some brains

2. eClinik Learning says:
DECEMBER 17, 2015 AT 1:20 PM
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The distance traveled by an electrical signal depends on its electrical pressure [V], i.e. the
higher the voltage [V] the farther the distance reached by that signal.

If your 3-volt remote control could change your TV channel it doesn’t mean you can
change your neighbor’s TV channel across the road.

If HAARP could reach the ionosphere, why not the troposphere which, as you said, is
nearer?

All the HAARP operator needs to do is lower the transmission voltage from 200 million
volts to 100 or 50 million volts by twisting a single knob.

A Tesla “death ray” may need a different frequency with the same amount of voltage as
HAARP, but your car’s spark plug only needs 40kv to 100kv to force that quarter inch gap
of atmosphere to become conductive.

http://www.facebook.com/100001199490984
http://geopolitics.com/


By comparison, FM radio transmitters broadcast at 50kw power while HAARP is about 4
billion watts minimum according to its patent.

3. Petunia Lusi Spinoza says:
JANUARY 16, 2017 AT 5:08 AM
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Sheeple! Imagination is critical to understand things that baffle the mind. Imagine a bulge
above all. The air below rises into said bulge. Do you not imagine the normal patterns
would be changed below? Weather is created from air patterns, right? Change the pattern
and you can change where and how the weather might happen

4. GetA clue says:
SEPTEMBER 7, 2017 AT 1:37 AM
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Altering the ionosphere TOTALLY alters ALL the levels below it. As the quote in the article
from Bill Clinton’s Secretary of Defense William Cohen stated, weather modification not
only exists, our enemies use it. Furthermore, you can read about Russia using the
technology to clear Malaysia of smoke after a forest fire back in the 1980’s. Shortly after
that the UN passed a resolution banning weather modification as a weapon of warfare.
Surely we are not expected to believe the UN would pass a world-wide resolution based on
what some sheeple think is a conspiracy theory.

6. New Comer says:
JUNE 13, 2015 AT 12:59 AM
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If the USAF does control the weather, why do we have people starving because they cannot
grow food due to drought? Why do we in the U.S. Have states like California in a man made
drought?

https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/1639750979660672/


I’m sure someone somewhere is making tons of Money. Its amazing how greed is showing it’s
self. I believe in making money but not at the expense of taking life human life.

1. Dr. Agnew says:
JUNE 16, 2015 AT 6:58 AM
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Oh, I think he has figured it out.

2. Donita Stepke-Thompson says:
DECEMBER 19, 2015 AT 4:30 AM
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Yes, it has caused the drought here. Check out satellite images of the Pacific by the west
coast. We are bombarded, then it drifts in — along with the streams of chemicals they
spray on us in our mountains and valleys. I guess they’ve decided to create rain for us,
because it’s been pouring for a week or more, which we need…but it also makes us wonder
wtf is raining down on us?!! People laugh at me and others for sharing this stuff.
Whatever. Keep sleeping, sheep. Keep drinking your fluoride water. Keep watching that
Fox “news” like my asshole neighbor and friends and family do. The attacks no longer
phase me. Screw them all. This whole thing goes deeper than just chemtrails and weather
manipulation. All of us now have metallic nanoparticles inside of us. Do your ears ring
constantly? Loudly? Mine do, and have for a long time. It’s like a high-pitched radio
frequency that is incessant! Jump down that rabbit hole if you dare, but I warn you — it
will blow your freaking mind what they have in store for us.

1. amdarela says:
OCTOBER 14, 2016 AT 4:02 AM
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I need to find out more about the high pitched sound I’m hearing. What causes it? It
started a year ago. Anyplace you can recommend to research? Links? Thanks

http://www.x2-radio.com/
https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/729461399/


2. kronikdenny says:
MARCH 17, 2017 AT 2:48 AM
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To: Donita

You just blew my mind. I suddenly developed what i thought was Tinnitus, around 5
years ago when i got part of a Q-Tip stuck in my left ear, which the dr., removed. But
right after i started to hear a ringing sound in that ear. I assumed he ripped the ear
drum with the tool he used. I went to a specialist who said it isn’t torn. I’m a musician,
have lost my hearing several times due to loud onstage volume, so i assumed i had
Tinnitus. What you wrote here, just makes sense and i’m looking into it. Thank you.

CHEERS

3. Ocea Rice says:
SEPTEMBER 5, 2017 AT 3:02 AM
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I’ve read all the comments thus far, but I had to stop, and respond to your comment,
other comments have a truth, or truths in them, but yours is attesting to the fact, most
still in this late stage of evemtds have little, to no idea what is actually happening to
them personally, on the world stage they’re living at this very moment! Is it possible
anyone that possesses cognition is unaware of the world’s activities, and how it
personally effects them in bodily measures, ‘everyday!’. . .

3. gary 0. K. says:
SEPTEMBER 18, 2017 AT 5:43 AM
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Deep State, lying media(propagandists)

http://kronikdennyblog.wordpress.com/
http://gary0k/BFD%20Consulting


7. Janie says:
OCTOBER 3, 2015 AT 11:53 AM
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Why people don’t believe that such contraptions have been created to alter weather patterns
astonishes me. Mankind is still a basic animal, but many are quite intelligent enough to make
these systems, so for those who are either unwilling or too stupid to comprehend that this is
real, then I suggest a refresher course of secondary school…And you can bet that certain
governments are using these systems to profit from other countries suffering, the US, UK
Israel and they’re ilk being the biggest offenders.

8. Pingback: We Need Economic System Change Summit, not Climate Change | Covert
Geopolitics

9. Pingback: U.S. Attacked Philippines with HAARP | Covert Geopolitics
10. Vaughan says:

APRIL 28, 2016 AT 5:16 PM
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Raw & Real Data: 100 years ago the Wright Bros first flight was called a hoax by some scientist
because they said it was not possible. 🙂 Next google “Jet Fuel additives” than read the MSDS
sheets on them. There known as Polymer Fuels and additives that work well with HAARP to
make artificial clouds. I also know an ex RAAF that says he never saw anything out of normal
while serving for 8 years but agrees the Clouds are weird over the skies in Melbourne, AU
these days.

11. Mike B says:
AUGUST 8, 2016 AT 3:20 AM
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Is this where you pass out tinfoil hats? No? Why? I would have thought you had an
overabundance of the shiny little things.

https://geopolitics.co/2015/12/02/we-need-economic-system-change-summit-not-climate-change/
https://geopolitics.co/2014/02/04/u-s-attacked-philippines-using-haarp/


12. Mike B says:
AUGUST 8, 2016 AT 3:23 AM
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“SENSIBLE COMMENTS ARE HIGHLY APPRECIATED.”

….though mostly absent.

13. William L. Finucan says:
AUGUST 21, 2016 AT 2:21 AM
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…..AFFECT IS NOT CONTROL…. Boll weevils affect cotton plants…they don’t control them.

14. Me says:
AUGUST 21, 2016 AT 8:24 PM
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If chemtrails were sprinkling stuff from the air, wouldn’t the govt folks be affected as well?
That’s like pooping in your own cage and then living in it….it doesn’t make sense

1. jesse says:
MARCH 9, 2017 AT 9:11 AM
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https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/100001375597147/


Neither does harming oneself with chemicals to get high. Power is more addictive than
drugs. Make sense now? The world is run by psychopaths. Insatiable greed.

2. womanamow says:
APRIL 27, 2017 AT 7:09 AM
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People feed their kids poison as food everyday! Kids drink gatorade at soccer games! Diet
coke! Aerosol cheese! Captain Crunch! Oscar Mayer! People poison themselves constantly!
C’mon, man…..

15. Tomeeka says:
OCTOBER 7, 2016 AT 6:30 AM
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Uhh “high top secret security clearance” means jack shit if you dont have what the military
calls the need to know. You are only allowed the information that is top secret to the level that
allows you to get your job done. Top secret clearance does not mean you all the sudden know
all of the top secret info. How do I know? Well not only do they tell us this I can also say so
because I have a top secret clearance. Theres no one waiting to brief you on everything going
down on every level as soon as you get a clearance. Its a need to know basis.

16. Michael says:
OCTOBER 7, 2016 AT 7:09 PM
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I’m not ameteorologist, but I am familiar with enough physics that I find this merits questions.
First: define “controllable.” Even if there were some means of influencing a hurricane’s path,
they wouldn’t just be able to reverse it, because of inertia. Second: define “control.” When
people say “control the weather,” it conjures up images of TPTB deciding just how the weather
should act that day, and implementing it. This ability to micromanage is not possible: for one,
the Navier-Stokes equations, which model fluid flow, by necessity also model turbulence (it

http://pointerfinger.wordpress.com/


would make a lousy model if they didn’t describe all known phenomena). This means the
equations (which, by the way, haven’t been solved) have chaotic solutions, and so we can’t
always even predict the result of a given action. Thisis why I find the language misleading; but
“influence the weather” doesn’t sound nearly so ominous, does it?

1. GetA clue says:
SEPTEMBER 7, 2017 AT 1:43 AM
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If you google hurricanes that actually were steered in a circle pattern, you’ll see that they
did so & bragged about how well it worked. Now that Harvey has flooded Houston, try
counting how many times it drifted back into the gulf to pick up more water & then return
to lad to dump it.

17. jockwilliamdoubleday says:
OCTOBER 7, 2016 AT 7:20 PM
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There are many H.A.A.R.P. arrays on U.S. (Rothschild) military ships around the world. So
closing one array is nothing. And we must wonder WHY they are closing it. I’m sure it’s for
even more nefarious reasons than keeping it running.

18. Greg says:
OCTOBER 8, 2016 AT 12:56 AM
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Ya’ll are a ruthless bunch. Lol

19. Marc Lloyd says:
OCTOBER 8, 2016 AT 8:57 PM
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http://anamericaninbosnia.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/10155290852904298/
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Weather modification has been used for warfare purposes since at least the 1960’s –
Operation Popeye: cloud-seeding was used over the Ho Chi Minh trail in Vietnam to slow
down the enemy and that’s not even the tip of the iceberg. It’s all there in the declassified
documents for anyone who has a brain to see. It’s not a “conspiracy theory” – it’s been openly
acknowledged for decades.

1. james andrews says:
JANUARY 23, 2017 AT 8:39 AM
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Sad how so many people just don’t get it

20. Mkie says:
OCTOBER 9, 2016 AT 12:51 AM
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This and many other forms of skullduggery has been happening since 95..may 95..

WAKE UP

21. oscar m. recina says:
OCTOBER 15, 2016 AT 1:59 PM
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if so why hasn’t it controlled hurricanes?



22. Frank J says:
OCTOBER 20, 2016 AT 12:42 PM
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Hey oscar,

These radar installations and mobile ship radar platforms are what is creating and directing
the direction of the hurricanes. Not saying every event is man made, but lots have
questionable aspects and can be linked to the x band ship being deployed to the Philippines as
there are 2 HAARP installations in Japan. The patent uses three beams to steer the storm cell.

Michael, ultimately influence and control are virtually the same- it’s more so the context that
you view the term “control”. The weather works on its own, just like your mind isn’t telling
you to breathe. The point is that if they would like a “natural” event to Happen, they can make
it happen – when and where. Sure they can’t turn a hurricane around, but why would you
even try? How would that look natural lol. Also the point is to create a weakened country so
they need to lean on ol Uncle Sam and their friends at the world bank and IMF. Similar events
to this recently would be the sudden earth quake that struck China’s super computer…. wow,
how fortunate for the USA if the worlds fastest super computer(China’s) were critically
damaged or even just taken offline for awhile

23. anna jordan says:
DECEMBER 5, 2016 AT 2:35 AM
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Popeye

24. Corinne F Germ says:
JANUARY 3, 2017 AT 10:21 PM
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http://geoworldnews.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Popeye
http://idk/


THE GOVERNMENT IS REPTILES WHO CONTROL OUR MINDS INCLUDING THE WEATHER
AND LEOS OSCAR

1. William Dinwiddie says:
SEPTEMBER 1, 2017 AT 12:07 AM
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time to loosen your tin foil hat.

25. James J Youlton says:
JANUARY 9, 2017 AT 9:03 PM
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Seriously, send two gigawatts of electricity to ground in Louisiana for 24 hours and you get 3/4
inches of rain over an area of 100,000+ square miles. It’s been happening in the U.S. since
January 2013. It started shortly after this happened. (Ask yourself, “What happens when
thousands of mobile devices text “The second half just started” at the Superbowl all at he
same time? http://www.espn.com/nfl/playoffs/2012/story/_/id/8911864/2013-super-bowl-power-
outage-stops-game-super-bowl-xlvii

26. max eemus says:
JANUARY 26, 2017 AT 6:18 PM
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Why would anyone want to control the weather? That could kill all the fish in the ocean or all
the birds in the sky. The food chain, that we depend on for survival, could very quickly be
wiped out. You cannot live without food.

27. Sue says:
MAY 8, 2017 AT 6:02 PM
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https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/100002328807935/
https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/10202568280365819/
http://www.espn.com/nfl/playoffs/2012/story/_/id/8911864/2013-super-bowl-power-outage-stops-game-super-bowl-xlvii
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Harrp is destroying the Bible !

28. RBH says:
MAY 10, 2017 AT 5:38 PM
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From a private revelation: And it shall come to pass in the last days, saith God, I will pour out
of my Spirit … and your young men shall see visions, and your old men shall have dreams;

Message from the Lord Jesus to John Leary – 2011 & 2012; Before HAARP was used against the
Philippines and other Asia Countries;

“My people, on the weather programs, on television, you can see the continuous whirlpools of
great storms that constantly come across America from the Pacific Ocean. The HAARP
machine is in an ideal position in Alaska to influence the weather conditions of the Pacific
Ocean.”

“You have an exceptionally snowy and extremely cold winter as in previous years. It is a
known fact from the internet information that the HAARP machine can heat the ionosphere to
modify the jet streams that control your climate. It is these manipulations of storms that can
increase the amount of precipitation, and bring to America cold air masses from Canada.”

“Even though many people have spoken about the disasters caused by the HAARP machine,
there are no open protests to stop these manipulations. Pray that the misuse of this machine
will be more widely disseminated so that people can complain more forcefully of the damage
caused by earthquakes and bad weather attributable to the HAARP machine.”

“My people, the promoters of Babel’s globalism can cause catastrophes – or brandish disasters
as a means of pressure – against any country of their choice. They used the HAARP machine to
cause major earthquakes worldwide.”

“Where they caused earthquakes of magnitude 8 to 9, the tsunamis managed to cause more
damage. This vision [given to JL] is that of another strong earthquake in the Pacific that will
trigger a new wave of tsunamis. Scientists have an early warning system set up to warn
people of all tsunamis in the Pacific, but there will only be a short warning period, as the
waves of the tsunami travel very quickly.”

“All countries along the Pacific coast of Asia should be ready for another major event.”



THEN CAME THE DISASTERS AS WE KNOW IT!

1. William Dinwiddie says:
SEPTEMBER 1, 2017 AT 12:06 AM
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you took too much lsd during the 60s

2. William Dinwiddie says:
SEPTEMBER 1, 2017 AT 12:08 AM
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the lord spoke to joe smith

29. bobby hunt says:
MAY 13, 2017 AT 5:47 PM
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And just think one day all this will be outdated

30. Charles says:
JULY 12, 2017 AT 4:59 AM
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Is the Moon real?

https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/100002328807935/
https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/100002328807935/


31. William Dinwiddie says:
SEPTEMBER 1, 2017 AT 12:04 AM
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I spent 20 years both active army and army reserve. I had a secret security clearance.
classified information is codified for differents of security and compartmented based on need
to know. just because I had a secret clearance did not grant me access to all secret classified
info. I did not hear about harp till I saw Jessie venturas tv spot. I do not think anyone can
control the weather it would be both a tactical and agricultural thing if true. this comes under
sounds to good to be true then probably not

32. Paul Martin says:
SEPTEMBER 2, 2017 AT 9:05 AM
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K my turn guys…there have always and always will be some self esteemed bright spark
wannabes in any and every form of gov’t position whether it be pen pushing in the CIA or feet
on the ground at an AF base,etc. The 007 fantasy that manifested in Ian Fleming’s imagination
(he had a very boring job in reality BTW)

is embedded via the movies in the minds of losers with zero actual life excitement all over the
globe,etc,etc,etc !

I am not familiar with HAARP but if it’s anything like the Roswell conspiracy then it would
have been experimental at best because leaks are always inevitable and even the SEAL’s
can’t6 resiist the hero exposure thru BS books these days !

Back to UFO’s in all the decades of hyped up theories including UFO crashes near NM and
aliens stored at WRight Patterson base in Ohio there is yet to be a single shred of convincing
evidence or FOX,etc would be paying a $$$fortune to buy it as an exclusive !

Military nobodies are prone to exaggerations to impress the ladies,etc and there’s few out
there who are not Audi Murphy legends in their own minds…same goes for cops (many are
also ex military)

Tom Clancy made a fortune as did other creative best seller list authors playing on peoples
superstitions and paranoias,etc and so the BS continues in the media and rumor mongering
within military and gov’t circles about amazing scientific discoveries that never happened in

https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/100002328807935/
https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/100003781540980/


reality and even if experimentation existed never concluded with any REAL beneficial results
only wasting more taxpayers $$$ !

But don’t worry about the future folks because brilliant obese species like Kim Jong Un has
BIG plans for everyone and all those top security clearanced geniuses can’t even seem to
figure out HOW to STOP people like that !

Welsh Foreign Correspondent Asia Pacific

Radio DJ SHOCKJOCK

Writer-Director

1. Janice Lynn Dunn says:
SEPTEMBER 5, 2017 AT 2:45 AM
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http://etheric.com/evidence-tesla-technology-array-bases-causing-weather-modification/

2. Leonie Wynne says:
NOVEMBER 9, 2017 AT 5:50 PM
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From a paper written in 1996 called : “Weather as a Force Multiplier:

Owning the Weather in 2025”.

Appropriate application of weather-modification can provide battlespace

dominance to a degree never before imagined. In the future, such operations will enhance
air and space superiority and provide new options for battlespace shaping and battlespace
awareness.

1 “The technology is there, waiting for us to pull it all together;” – in 2025 we can “own the
Weather.”

2 “Besides the significant benefits an operational capability would provide, another
motivation to pursue weather-modification is to deter and counter potential

https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/1343929665638895/
http://etheric.com/evidence-tesla-technology-array-bases-causing-weather-modification/


adversaries”.

Scenario: Meteorological analysis reveals that equatorial South America typically has
afternoon thunderstorms on a daily basis throughout the year. Our intelligence has
confirmed that cartel pilots are reluctant to fly in or near thunderstorms. Therefore, our
weather force support element (WFSE), which is a part of the commander in chief’s (CINC)
air operations center (AOC), is tasked to forecast storm paths and trigger or

intensify thunderstorm cells over critical target areas that the enemy must defend with
their aircraft. Since our aircraft in 2025 have all-weather capability, the thunderstorm
threat is minimal to our forces, and we can effectively and decisively control the sky over
the target.

3 Within the next three decades, the concept of weather-modification could expand to
include the ability to shape weather patterns by influencing their determining factors.

4 In the broadest sense, weather-modification can be divided into two major categories:
suppression and intensification of weather patterns. In extreme cases, it might involve the
creation of completely new weather patterns, attenuation or control of severe storms, or
even alteration of global climate on a far-reaching and/or

long-lasting scale.

5 The number of specific intervention methodologies is limited only by the imagination,
but with few exceptions they involve infusing either energy or chemicals into the
meteorological process in the right way, at the right place and time. The intervention could
be designed to modify the weather in a number of ways, such as influencing clouds and
precipitation, storm intensity, climate, space, or fog.

And so it goes on….

It is real folks, but the other sinister motive is outer space but that’s another matter and a
longer story.

33. Mark Tabors Sr says:
OCTOBER 18, 2017 AT 12:22 PM
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With so much information about Geoengineering, weather modification, weather warfare,
aerosol spraying, smart dust, Geoengineering patents, Geoengineering bills in congress, and
so much more all on government websites most people are still in the dark about this. The
disinformation campaign to discredit anyone who tries to have an adult conversation about
the science of weather modification is labeled a NUT instantly. We’re all in this together and

http://facebook/


we’re all gonna die of cancer before the bulk of the population realizes that we are being
poisoned by the United Nations and THE UNITED STATES. They have already established a
global system for this.

34. PJF says:
JANUARY 9, 2018 AT 2:01 PM
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You forgot to mention that if you lack the delta brainwave, your mind cannot embed read by
the Brain Spawn
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